THIS YEAR, OUR ANNUAL
C B SPECIAL EDITION WILL BE
OF EVEN MORE INTEREST
THAN USUAL.
The year ahead will be of truly special interest
to everyone, and especially to those in business.
So Puerto Rico’s business authority is turning
to the more than 60 Private-Sector leaders who
last year offered their pre-election advice to the
Island’s next governor in a series of front-page
stories in CARIBBEAN BUSINESS… at a time
when Puerto Rico was already in the second
year of its own private recession. We hoped that
their ideas, advice and solutions would serve the
incoming administration well as they attempted
to get the Island’s economy back into
growth-mode.

So now, a full year after a new administration
took office, our annual Special Edition is going
back to those 60+ Private-Sector CB Roundtable
participants and asking them what the Fortuño
Administration has achieved, what it hasn’t and
what still needs to be done. And for an even
wider perspective, we’ll also be asking the more
than 50,000 people who visit our CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS website every month to do the same
during February.
Because of the challenging year ahead, you…
and everyone at La Fortaleza… the Capitol… to
government agencies and corporate boardrooms
here, on the U.S. mainland and around the world,
will be paying even more attention to our Special Edition this year. Which is why you won’t
want to miss this opportunity to have your
message in this issue get special attention,
too; it will be thoroughly read, and repeatedly
referred to, for months.
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Ritz-Carlton optimistic heading into 2010
Despite 30% higher rates, hotel maintains occupancy

2010 pivotal year for
energy transformation

BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

C

Developers pitch projects as government works
on framework for new power production,
private competition regulations

Puerto Rico Energy Affairs Administration Executive Director Luis Bernal visits a solar power laboratory built in Bayamón that will be used to train workers how to
install renewable energy systems in residences and small businesses. From left, are: Albith Colón, president of the Renewable Energy Contractors Association; Bernal;
Engineers and Surveyors Association President Miguel Torres and Erwin Keiss, the former head of the Infrastructure Financing Authority.
BY JOHN MARINO

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

A

new era in island energy is
supposed to dawn in 2010,
with expectations that the
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (Prepa) will open its electric grid to private producers and
energy-generating production will
begin to diversify in earnest away

from imported foreign fuel to our
own renewable sources such as wind
and solar, as well as waste-to-energy
conversion plants.
For the first time in its history, the
Puerto Rico Energy Affairs Administration has a significant budget,
thanks to a substantial infusion of
some $124.2 million in federal funds,
which will allow the agency not only
to develop, but also implement, a

state energy plan plus provide millions in funding for energy projects,
conservation efforts and job training. Besides diversifying sources of
energy production, the plan aims to
establish a serious energy-conservation program, which will include a
proposed overhaul of island building and construction regulations, as
well as a massive effort of retrofitting residences, government offices

and businesses to incorporate new
alternative technologies and be more
energy efficient.
The Fortuño administration aims
to leverage federal funding available
over the next two years for greenjob training and renewable-energy
investment to produce a new “green
Continued on next page

ontrary to the doom and gloom most hotel
executives are experiencing these days, the
Ritz-Carlton, San Juan has headed into the new
year full of optimism.
“Based on what we’ve seen during the past
two months, we’re starting 2010 with an upbeat
outlook. For January, we’re already forecasting
to exceed our 2010 budget by 17%. Also,
between group and transient guests, our February
booking is pacing 50% ahead of last year at this
time,” said Steven Redkoles, general manager of
The Ritz-Carlton, San Juan. “A lot of that is
coming out of groups. Even though it may be
too early to tell how the rest of the season will
unfold we are optimistic about what we see.”
While most hotels have dropped rates
significantly to maintain occupancy, Redkoles
said the Ritz-Carlton’s strategy has been the
opposite. In fact, online rates for the beachfront

Isla Verde hotel average $419 per night,
considerably higher than most hotels in the fourstar cluster.
“Despite our 30% increase in ADR (average
daily rate) during Christmas week 2009
compared with 2008, our occupancy remained
the same. That indicates that many of our guests
were willing to pay more considering that a 30%
increase in ADR is quite a hefty premium to
pay over a year ago,” said Redkoles, referring
to industry skeptics who may question how the
hotel is maintaining its occupancy level despite
higher rates.
In fact, based on industry report data through
November 2009 for the six hotels in its
four-star bracket, Redkoles said the RitzCarlton remained the leader in ADR as well as
in revenue per available room (RevPAR) among
the group.
“I can’t make those numbers up,” said
Redkoles, attributing the hotel’s recent success
to several factors. Chief among them, he said,

are working with a group of top travel agencies
in the mainland Northeast, maintaining the RitzCarlton signature quality service and top-notch
airlift from top stateside markets.
“Gradually, customers are becoming more
flexible about traveling and signs of economic
improvement in the U.S. economy are good
for the business. Also, there’s no other hotel in
town that can still claim to have a portfolio of
such premier partners in retailers and restaurants
like we have, including BLT, Il Mulino, Little
Switzerland and Tiffany, all of which round up
the Ritz-Carlton experience,” he said.
“Our legendary service is something we count
on to exceed customers expectations, especially
as the economy begins to turn. Customers are
willing to pay that premium for excellence in
service,” he said.
The Ritz-Carlton executive expects 2010
occupancy to exceed last year’s, with an overall
annual performance 5% to 6% over budget for
the entire hotel. 䡲
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Music Factory ready to celebrate 15th anniversary
Company repositioned beyond core DJs music services; hi-tech audiovisual
equipment rental give productions an edge; new division poised for growth
BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

F

or young entrepreneur Carlos Fortuño, creativity is the best currency during difficult economic times. He’s preparing to take his company
Music Factory, already a leading audiovisual solutions provider and equipment rental service, to
what he deems the next level in integrated music
media solutions. The company’s newest promotions division is already the fastest growing as it
prepares to enter the competitive event-production
arena in the future, a move that will help double
its annual sales in a couple of years.
What began as a disc-jockey service nearly 15
years ago has evolved into a complete solutions
provider offering a wide range of high-end
audiovisual equipment rental services and
possibly the most complete talent portfolio of
local and international DJs and video disc jockeys
(VJs).
“Our tagline ‘More than music’ says it best.
Over the past eight years we’ve grown steadily to
become a diversified solutions provider. While
music continues to be at the heart of everything
we do, state-of-the-art technology has enabled us
to deliver tailored solutions for our customers,”
said Fortuño, noting they already have three
company divisions in addition to the booking
of DJs and VJs, including Audiovisual Factory,
Promotions and Philanthropy. And Music
Factory has partnered with many of the island’s
top interior designers and architects to sell its
custom audiovisual solutions.

BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

BIG NAMES AT SHOPPING INDUSTRY’S
IDEA EXCHANGE
This year’s Puerto Rico Idea Exchange from
the International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC) welcomes John T. Riordan, past president
& CEO of ICSC, who will discuss current and
future industry trends in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean.The event will take place January 28-29
at the Conrad Condado Plaza hotel.
Other main speakers include Alfredo Cohen,
director of Constructora Sambil, one of Venezuela’s top shopping-center companies, and Paul
Freddo, senior executive vice president of leasing & development for Developers Diversified
Realty (DDR). DDR is the island’s largest shopping-center company with five million square feet

Some of its most recent projects include the
Sheraton Puerto Rico Hotel & Casino, audiovisual
design for fashion shows of Narciso Rodríguez
and Stella Nolasco.
From a technical standpoint, Music Factory’s
wow factor is achieved through the combination
of music expertise and the use of top-of-the-line
professional equipment including lighted dance
floors, LED tiles, laser shows, intelligent lighting,

video and computer presentation solutions, digitalized picture presentations, plasma monitors,
big projection screens, DJs and DJ booths and
more.
“By working as an extension of our clients’
sales & marketing departments, bringing our
music marketing and audiovisual technical
expertise in crafting their promotional programs
has resulted in measurable results,” explained
Fortuño referring to the many street marketing and
experiential marketing programs it designs. “This
is extremely important during difficult economic
times because we can show customers a return
on their investment, especially in expanding or
reinforcing awareness of their brand. Since we
work directly with the customer, no job is too big
or too small for us.” Some of Music Factory’s
branding promotions customers include CocaCola and Yaucono.
However, the audiovisual thirty-something
executive derives the most satisfaction through
the philanthropy work his company does. “I
subscribe to the philosophy that you can do
well by doing right. We are proud of our 15year record of working with small and large
community organizations, helping them raise
funds and bringing awareness for the causes
they believe in. In the end, if we help them
make Puerto Rico better, it comes back to us in
goodwill and good business,” concluded Fortuño,
who includes the Gogi Foundation, Niños Que
Quieren Sonreir and Hogar del Niño among the
many community-based organizations Music
Factory supports. 䡲

of retail space spread over 15 top
MCS ROCKS PLAZA
shopping centers.
The local shopping-center
industry, with some 27.3 million
square feet of retail space among
shopping centers of 100,000 square
feet and larger, is one of the most
adversely impacted by Puerto
Rico’s home-grown economic
recession already in its fourth year.
In addition to massive layoffs and
soaring costs of doing business, the
Fortuño Administration dealt this
already overburdened commerce
Leading healthcare provider MCS took Plaza Las Américas
sector a low blow when approving
by storm with its ‘Flash Mob’ event where hundreds of
an additional commercial real
spectators joined an impromptu massive bomba and plena dance
estate property tax.
choreography. The Flash Mob event is part of MCS’ community
Some of this year’s Idea
outreach program.
Exchange sessions will address
some of the challenges for retail
expansion, revenue and savings
program is the retail green agenda, with a review
alternatives as well as legislative issues affecting of sustainable practices for retailers and shopping
shopping centers in Puerto Rico. Topping the centers. 䡲
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jobs” industry. It would mean of new
class of trained, well-paid professionals to work on and repair both
large- and small-scale renewableenergy projects, provide energyconservation services and work at
local plants that make components
for the new island alternative-energy projects. Millions in funding for
smaller projects is being channeled
through the local energy office to
benefit residents, businesses, government agencies and nonprofits.
Reducing energy costs through
diversifying production and other
means is a priority for the Fortuño
administration, which has called
high-energy costs one of the biggest
problems facing local businesses and
investors, and one of the biggest
concerns of the island’s struggling
middle class. It’s also one of the
biggest drains on the island’s competitiveness. The high and volatile
price of oil makes Puerto Rico power
costs too expensive and unreliable,
creating one of the island’s biggest
vulnerabilities on the economic
development front, officials say.
Last year, the cost of power in Puerto Rico averaged about 21.5 cents
per kilowatt hour, versus the average
10-cent U.S. rate.
“We want to transform the way
we see energy in Puerto Rico.
That’s what is in the pipeline for
2010,” Puerto Rico Energy Affairs
Administration Executive Director
Luis Bernal told CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS. “We need to diversify
our power production, but there is
also a lot we can do on the demand
side. We are also clearing the path
for the creation of green jobs.”
The Fortuño administration’s game
plan on energy is aimed at cutting the
island’s dependence on oil through
diversification while driving down
the cost of energy to an average 12
cents per kWh over the current fouryear term. Right now, island power
production is 68.7% dependent on
imported oil, with natural gas and
coal splitting most of the difference
at about 15% each, while renewable
sources, largely hydropower, currently account for about 1% of production. The administration’s goal is
to cut oil-generated power, the most
costly and volatile, by more than half
to about 26% over the next 10-to15 years. It will do this by bringing
new renewable-energy projects on

Puerto Rico Energy Affairs Administration Executive Director Luis Bernal
promoting public awareness of current energy conservation and efficiency efforts.
The outreach includes seminars and workshops, school presentations as well as
advertising in newspapers and other media.

line so that another 6% of island
power production stems from renewable sources by 2013, a figure slated
to increase to 25% by 2025. While
these new plants are coming on line,
the administration will begin retrofitting some oil-fired plants to natural
gas or coal. The plan is to double
energy production from both natural
gas and coal.
Many observers, however, say the
administration is already behind in
its plans on the all-important energy
front, especially regarding renewable
and waste-to-energy technologies.
There have been delays in both the
introduction of renewable-energy
legislation, which would set goals
and establish incentives to foster development of new projects, as well
the ground rules for a “wheeling
system,” which would allow private
power producers to connect to the
Prepa power grid and sell energy to
third parties. The government also
must create an independent regulator to oversee a competitive energy
market. All these initiatives were
expected to be in place at the beginning of this year, but are still being
worked on.
Meanwhile, substantial incentives, which cover 30% of a greenenergy project’s development costs,
are available under the Obama

administration’s American Recovery & Reinvestment Act (ARRA) for
large projects that are completed by
the end of 2013, with extra incentives available for projects that get
under construction this year. Bernal
estimates that three projects could
benefit from the ARRA program,
one of which is the 45-megawatt
Windmar Renewable Energy project in Guayanilla, which developer,
local businessman Víctor González,
has been battling to build for the past
decade.
“If you want renewable energy in
Puerto Rico, the government has to
do more than just say it wants renewable energy. They have to take steps
to bring it here,” González said.
“Puerto Rico needs to take advantage of what the federal government
is doing to foster renewable-energy
projects in 2009 and 2010. Because
we need to get the economy going,
the federal government is granting all
this money for people to do projects
in 2009 and 2010,” he added. “Very
little happened in 2009, and the way
things are going very little will happen in 2010. Puerto Rico will lose all
the advantages of this initiative, and
we will continue to be dependent on
fossil fuels.”
Puerto Rico Manufacturing Association President Josen Rossi said

Víctor González has been struggling
for a decade to build a 45 megawatt
wind project in Guayanilla.

there is still time for projects to benefit from the federal incentives, but
the government needs to push forward with legislation and wheeling
regulations.
“There has not been a sense of urgency from the executive or legislative branches of government yet,”
Rossi said, adding that industry
groups have been lobbying the government through the Puerto Rico Energy Cluster, a coalition of privatesector groups, about the importance
of transforming the energy sector.
“Since the beginning, we have been
clear about the urgency of clear public policy and ground rules.”

NEW PROJECTS ON THE HORIZON
Despite the delays, island government officials insist 2010 will see a
new dawn in island energy. Two of
the eight priority projects chosen for
“immediate action” last month by the
Public-Private Partnership Authority
Board will retrofit the existing Costa
Sur and other power plants to natural
gas, PPPA Executive Director David
Álvarez said. Requests for proposals on the eight projects, which are
aimed at addressing challenges that
hurt the economy and its ability to
create jobs, are slated to be posted
by March 31, he added.
Continued on page 18
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Two other energy projects considered high priority—the development
of a coal plant in Guayama and the
island’s first waste-to-energy plant
along the north coast—are pending
further analysis. Álvarez said this
would include taking into account
changing federal environmental
regulations, which could slap penalties on fossil-fuel plants such as
coal, making the technology more
expensive than it currently is.
“In 2010, we have to achieve progress and advance these projects because Puerto Rico cannot lose another day in its economic development,”
Álvarez said.
The administration’s Energy Public Policy Committee, comprised
of Bernal, Prepa Executive Director Miguel Cordero, Economic Development & Commerce Secretary
José R. Pérez-Riera, Government
Development Bank President Carlos García and La Fortaleza officials,
has also made the natural-gas conversion one of its top-four short-term
priorities for this year, with the Costa
Sur conversion accounting for 270
megawatts, Bernal said. The panel’s
other recommendations are to develop 300 megawatts of wind power,
about 20 megawatts of solar power
and a 100-megawatt waste-to-energy
plant, which would consume some
3,000 tons of trash per day, Bernal
said. The government has been quietly producing about 100 megawatts
of hydropower via several small
projects throughout the island, and
officials are analyzing how to double
or triple this output through the deployment of new technology. Substantial progress on all these fronts
is expected this year, he added.
“There are producers, mainly in
the area of wind, who want to come
to Puerto Rico. I can’t reveal their
names but there are some companies
that are close to starting projects,”
Bernal said. He said that these firms
were still analyzing whether to structure their deals via a power purchase
agreement with Prepa, where they
would sell power directly to the
government utility, or use the Prepa
grid to sell power to a third party via
wheeling.
Bernal estimated that up to three
large projects could benefit from
ARRA funding, which would cover
30% of development costs that is
available for projects completed by
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INSURANCE

Government officials want to develop 300 megawatts of
wind power on the island over the next few years.
BY GINA M. HERNÁNDEZ

gina@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

FIVE NEW INTERNATIONAL
INSURERS AUTHORIZED

Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority
Executive Director Miguel Cordero

the end of 2013. Projects underway
by year’s end get the additional benefit of being able to turn that credit
into cash from the U.S. Treasury.
While solar-power projects are
quicker to establish and easier to
permit, wind requires a larger initial
investment, a more lengthy permitting process and lengthier studies to
determine a project’s viability, including a complete analysis of the
area’s wind characteristics.
“With photovoltaic you can do it
tomorrow. With wind, you need a
year or two of good data, measured
onsite with the right equipment and
verified by independent auditors,”
González said. “There’s no way to
substitute that.”
At least publicly, the 45-megawatt
wind project in Guayanilla, which is
one step from final Planning Board
approval, is the most advanced, with
legal challenges to its environmental
approvals by the island and federal
governments having already been
dismissed once by the Puerto Rico
Supreme Court. At press time, it still
had a request for reconsideration by
project opponents before it, and opponents can request a reconsideration of the island’s top court twice,
Planning Board officials said.
González said that if he clears
the final requests for consideration
lodged before the Supreme Court,

and the Planning Board then certifies
the project, he could begin construction within three to six months, with
the project operational by mid-2011.
He said the wind turbines can take
as long as a year to 18 months to deliver, and with demand for turbines
on the rise, the wait time is just getting longer. That’s one reason the
developer, who owns property in
Culebra, wants to produce about 10
megawatts of wind power there as
well, which is about twice the island
town’s current demand, through four
wind turbines. He said the town officials have expressed support for
the idea, and he is aiming to get
both projects underway at the same
time. The Guayanilla operation will
cost an estimated $80 million, said
González, who has already spent $7
million on the project. He has partnered with Vestas Wind Systems, the
market-leading Danish manufacturer
of wind-turbine systems, and longterm financing is being provided by
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Another wind project is being developed in the southeast coast town
of Naguabo under the Go Green banner. Developers have also entered
into a power purchase agreement
with Prepa under similar terms as the
Guayanilla operation, according to
industry sources. While a third wind
project was signed with Vientos de
PR, the original Arecibo site was discarded because of wind quality and
concerns about the project’s impact
on a regional airport.

Meanwhile, an offshoot of the defunct Babcock & Brown investment
firm is monitoring wind in several
different areas on the island via a
contract with the Land Authority to
study the viability of locating projects in different areas, Bernal said.
Wind projects are also under consideration for Carolina and Vieques.

Another five international insurers
were cleared to do
business in Puerto
Rico by Insurance
Commissioner
Ramón L. Cruz
Colón by the end of
2009. These are Sun
West National Insurance, One Way Mutual, Glacier National Insurance, DNP-CI and Jai Alai Insurance.
Currently, there are 11 international insurers authorized to operate on the island. In Cruz Colón’s
words, this places Puerto Rico as a leading jurisdiction for the authorization of insurers and
reinsurers in the international market.

ATLANTIC SOUTHERN CELEBRATES
65 YEARS WITH NEW IMAGE

NEW GROUND RULES,
INCENTIVES NEEDED

Some, however, say the development of alternative-energy projects
won’t fully take off until legislation
establishing incentives and ground
rules is enacted and Prepa establishes a transparent wheeling system
that provides confidence to investors
who can finance the new generation
of private green-energy plants. Creating a regulatory body to oversee
a competitive energy market is also
essential.
“We need private capital to cover
70% of the costs for the new alternative-energy plants, and investors
need certainty,” Rossi said.
The Fortuño administration was
set to file the Renewable Energy
Policy Act legislation in November,
but pulled back to iron out concerns
about its impact on Prepa’s finances
and its current energy system. The
bill would have set administration
renewable-energy goals into law
through the establishment of a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) for
Continued on next page

Atlantic Southern Insurance Company (ASI)
commemorates its 65 years in business with a new
corporate image, slogan and webpage refresh.
Alexis González, ASI president & CEO, said
improvements to the website cater to the needs of
both customers and sales representatives.
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González made the announcement recently at
an event where ASI also acknowledged its top
performing employees.
Luis Dueño, Dannette Sánchez, Héctor Sánchez,
Ada Ramos, Yanira González, Andrés GonzálezMartínez, Edgardo Avilés, Ida Domínguez and
Gustavo González were named to the honor circle. González-Martínez also received the Novel
Representative of the Year award.
ASI executives acknowledged Eddie Vargas
and Cristina Torres as Associate Manager of the
Year and Top Performing Authorized Representative, respectively.
Dannette Sánchez earned the Sales Representative of the Year award in the Life category;
and the overall Representative of the Year award
went to Maritza Rivera Nieves, for the second
consecutive year.

early as the second half of 2010 would be driven by sustained improvements in the economy
and confidence that losses on CRE-related assets will be contained with Fitch base case loss
estimates.
Ernst & Young’s 2010 outlook for this sector
also predicts an extended period of weak earnings, slow growth and greater regulatory oversight as the economy slowly recovers.

SIF REDUCES TRUCK DRIVERS
INSURANCE BY 40.6%

FITCH: LIFE INSURANCE SECTOR’S OUTLOOK
REMAINS NEGATIVE

Fitch Ratings’ 2010 outlook for the U.S. life
insurance sector indicates it will remain negative
based on a combination of economic and operating pressures unlikely to abate this year, Business
Wire reported.
Specifically, the negative outlook incorporates
Fitch’s expectations for further deterioration in
the commercial real estate (CRE) market, weaker
operating fundamentals, lower coverage metrics
and the fragile nature of the economic recovery.
The impact of the financial crisis on the pace of
future industry consolidation, the evolving and
uncertain regulatory framework and the market
demand for insurance products is uncertain and
will play out over a longer period.
Rating downgrades will continue to outnumber
upgrades among U.S. life insurance companies
in 2010, although the pace and number of downgrades will be moderate compared with actions
taken in 2009. Rating actions taken by Fitch in
2009 incorporated a conservative forecast for additional investment losses and slower economic
recovery.
A possible revision to a stable rating outlook as

State Insurance Fund Administrator Zoimé Álvarez Rubio recently announced a 40.6% reduction in the insurance rate for truck drivers, which
protects them should they have an accident while
performing job-related functions. Previously,
truck drivers had to pay $656 annually, whereas
the current $390 rate saves them $266 a year.
According to Álvarez Rubio, truck drivers were
satisfied with the agreement after the SIF met
with them and explained the extension of the new
coverage.
“A handful of people within the truck drivers
pretend that we avail a legislative piece that would
consider truck drivers as independent workers
and not as public workers, because under this
classification they would have to pay $80 a year,
versus the current $390. However, we oppose that
measure, because it means sacrificing the many
benefits truck drivers currently enjoy under the
SIF,” said Álvarez Rubio. 
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Puerto Rico, a clear signal to investors the government is serious about
developing renewable energy.
More importantly, it would establish a Green Energy Fund, first announced by Gov. Luis Fortuño last
summer, which is aimed at bridging
the gap between the costs of renewable power production and the price
the independent producer would
have to sell to Prepa in order for the
utility to reach its 12-cent per kilowatt hour pricing target during the
next four years.
Instead of granting a traditional
tax exemption, credit or construction
grant, the draft legislation proposes
creating a production-based incentive through which the government
will purchase a renewable-energy
credit (REC) for each unit of green
energy a plant produces. The production incentive would be in the form
of a long-term contract between the
government and producer, with one
REC purchased for each megawatt
hour (mWh) of “green” energy produced. The program would provide
an essential stream of revenue once
the plant is operational, but more
importantly the initial government
commitment, together with a Prepa
power purchase agreement, would
allow developers to secure project
financing.
González said establishing the
green credits is vital to his project.
“We need the green credits to become a reality. The government says
this will become a reality, but it is not
a reality yet,” he said.
Under González’s purchase agreement with Prepa, he will sell power
to the government utility at a flat 12
cents per kilowatt hour for the first
five years, a rate that drops one cent
per kilowatt hour every five years
until it is locked in at a nine-cent
rate. The green credit would then be
extended to Windmar for each kilowatt of energy it produced, allowing
it to recoup costs and make a profit
for producing the clean energy. A
draft of the legislation envisioned
having a government committee
fix a value each year for the green
credits, on both a project-by-project
and technology-by-technology basis. González said, however, that it
would probably be better simply to
use existing values established in the
U.S. and Europe, which grant a flat

rate to green-energy producers.
It’s not clear how the government
would raise the funds for the green
credits, and the program could cost
between $300 million and $400 million to fund some $2 billion in projects the government envisions coming on line over the next 15 years to
meet its energy diversification goals.
Because the credits would be paid
out over time, the government would
have to come up with between $30
million and $40 million annually.
The RECs would be a fully securitized, tradable commodity which has
an economic value based on the environmental attributes of the power
production. They could help companies offset power produced either
on the island or elsewhere through
carbon sources. Because carbonfootprint reductions have become
an increasingly important aspect
of corporate social-responsibility
programs, a “voluntary” market for
RECs has already developed in the
U.S. This market is expected to become more developed as evolving
federal carbon standards are enacted into law or new regulations are
drafted.
The government could use the
RECs it buys from the project developers to substantially lower the
cost of its initial investment. It is expected to be able to resell the RECs
to companies needing to offset their
carbon production on the island or
elsewhere, and could use the proceeds to refund the incentive program. Another possibility would be
for the government to use the RECs
to show compliance with future federal energy requirements.
The legislation is also expected
to provide “installation credits”
for smaller energy systems for
consumers, residences and small
businesses.
Just as important as the green credits are clear ground rules for wheeling, which will allow private firms
to produce green energy and sell it
to third parties over the Prepa network. The Economic Incentives Law
of 2008 mandates the introduction of
wheeling, which is the retail sale of
electric power. It means Prepa has to
open up its network so private power
generators can sell electricity they
produce over the island’s electric
grid.
The law allows large firms to build
their own power plants and to sell any
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Public Private Partnership Authority
Executive Director David Álvarez

Martex Farms in southern
Puerto Rico uses a solar-powered
irrigation machine.

This solar house was constructed
by island university students for a
competition held in Washington, D.C.

Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association
President Josen Rossi

excess power they generate over the
Prepa grid to third parties or back to
Prepa. It also allows private operators
to build and construct power plants
and sell the power directly to Prepa
or third parties. While Prepa will get
paid for “leasing” its grid to private
power producers, it also means the
public utility will face competition
for the first time. Prepa chief Cordero said the utility will have to drive
the cost of energy it produces down
or it will be driven from the market
by increased competition.
Under federal law, power utilities
are expected to buy energy from independent and green power producers
at their “avoided cost,” or the amount
it costs utilities to produce the power.
But because Prepa is a government
monopoly, with the ability to pass

many costs on to consumers but at
the same time shouldered with special subsidy requirements, the work
of “unbundling” costs is difficult
yet essential in crafting third-party
power purchase agreements as well
as leasing arrangements with private power generators who want to
wheel off the Prepa grid to sell to
third parties.
Besides working out these sticky
financial details, government officials are also concerned about the
financial impact the legislation could
have on Prepa’s bottom line and its
ability to comply with its bondholder
obligations. Finally, officials have
said a technical analysis of the electric grid was still underway, to see
where and under what conditions
alternative sources of power could
be injected into the grid, while maintaining current levels of reliability
and safety.
The preparation for wheeling has
brought benefits. Cordero has increased efficiency inside Prepa as
management prepares to compete
Continued on page 20
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against private industry. Allowing
private competition to produce power is also allowing for needed private capital investment for the new
renewable-energy plants as well as
the fossil-fuel conversions and the
cost efficiencies of the privately produced power will also work to lower
overall power costs.
Bernal said the process will be
completed as soon as possible.
“For the first quarter of the year we
want to have at least a framework of
how wheeling will work. We are now
discussing this with our consultants.
The objective was for the first of the
year but that is not going to happen,”
he said.
Bernal said the administration
Wheeling Committee, comprised
by Bernal, Pérez-Riera and Cordero,
worked with Christensen Associates
Energy Consulting throughout 2009
to design a wheeling system with
input from a wide range of stakeholders. Last month, the committee
submitted to Prepa five documents
that would form the backbone for the
wheeling system. The documents are
similar to those that provide the legal foundation for the open-access
wheeling systems that cover most of
the U.S. and follow the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulations. They cover transmission and
distribution tariffs, interconnection
procedures and agreements and an
operation agreement. Bernal said,
however, that consultants are still
working on determining the actual
costs of the unbundled services that
wheeling customers will obtain under the new system.
Prepa officials say they received
the “extensive” documents Dec. 30
and are still reviewing them, with the
utility’s Governing Board designating a subcommittee to both analyze
the documents and make recommendations. Approval is expected
“very soon,” as early as this week’s
Governing Board meeting. The government utility has not received any
formal requests for wheeling from
private firms, officials added.
Creating a regulator of the energy
market, either by creating a new government agency or empowering an
existing one to do the task, is just
as important, Rossi said. While the
House passed legislation to create
such a regulator, the Senate has yet

Specializing in intricate, tailor-made programs
BY CB STAFF

C

Economic Development & Commerce
Secretary José R. Pérez-Riera

to act on the issue, he said.
In tandem with wheeling has been
the introduction of net metering,
which allows for the interconnection
of home-based or small-business energy systems to the Prepa grid. Cordero said a few dozen clients currently
use net metering. Under the concept,
homeowners and small businesses
can sell the excess power they produce to Prepa, which will credit the
customers and deduct it from the
cost of any power the homeowners
buy from the utility.
González, however, complains
that his Windmar offices in the Isla
Grande area in Miramar have yet to
be interconnected to the Prepa grid
so that it can send the excess energy
it produces to Prepa, even though a
solar-energy system was installed
last March. Rossi, however, said that
Prepa is improving its net-metering
service over time, pledging recently
to implement a more transparent
billing process. González worries
that the same foot dragging would
likely meet wheeling requests, which
would dampen investor appetite for
investing in new energy systems. He
said the government needs to strongly embrace private energy projects,
rather than putting up roadblocks to
them.
“We have everything set to go. We
are waiting for the Puerto Rico government, just like we have been waiting for the past 10 years. We have
had to wait for the Rosselló administration, the Calderón administration,
the Acevedo Vilá administration and

As electric bills continue to rise,
more and more companies are
creating their own solutions through
the deployment of solar and other
renewable technologies to lower their
costs of doing business.

now we are waiting for the Fortuño
administration,” González said. “In
the meantime, during all four administrations, one thing has held true:
every year the cost of energy is higher, and the amount of pollution and
environmental and health problems
as a consequence of that dirty energy
are higher.”

A HOME-GROWN, GREEN INDUSTRY
Although acknowledging the importance of production diversification, Bernal said the benefits of
small-scale renewable production
and conservation efforts were being
overlooked as well as the job-creating possibilities of a new “green”
industry surrounding the adoption of
renewable energy.
“There is a lot of opportunity here
to promote green jobs through the
installation of solar equipment, energy-conservation retrofits and even
manufacturing of parts and components,” he said. “We have to consider
the demand-side issue. There is a lot
we can do with energy codes and
building codes.”
Right now, his office is working on
revamping Puerto Rico’s energy and
building codes, which was first adopted in 1978. Part of this effort is to

deal with the most energy-efficient
construction designs and materials as
well as the use of renewable-energy
production onsite. Bernal’s office is
currently embarked on an effort to
establish energy and construction
codes for new and remodeled buildings to make them more energy efficient. These may require new structures to have solar water heaters. He
said that jurisdictions benefiting from
ARRA funding are required to bring
local codes up to American Society
of Heating, Refrigeration & AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
and International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) standards.
“When you combine conservation,
together with the diversification of
the production through alternative
energy you are creating more efficient use of energy,” he said. “This
is the strategy, which will also work
to create jobs.”
In drawing up the new regulations,
his office is analyzing the benchmark
ranking for different materials and
methods for use by both developers and homeowners to “minimize
Continued on next page

hristiansen Insurance Inc. has managed to position itself among the top insurance producers in Puerto Rico in under two years.
“This has required a lot of hard work. But given
our sense of urgency in being as proactive as possible, we have quickly gained our clients’ trust
and they know they can rely on us to solve their
needs,” said the firm’s founder & president Ralph
G. Christiansen III.
Established in May 2008, Christiansen Insurance specializes in a wide range of products, including commercial insurance, personal lines, life
insurance, disability, health & employee benefits,
marine & aviation insurance, bid & performance
bonds, and surety bonds. Services include claims
management, loss control, and risk management.
“We also provide tailor-made insurance programs, many of which are very complicated programs to create,” said Juan Javier Del Nido, executive vice president. “It’s not all plain vanilla, and
some have very intricate exposures.”
Del Nido noted that the economic scenario has
brought on further risk for clients as well.
“Because all needs are different and it’s more
crucial than ever to understand these needs within
this economic situation, we look into what each client is doing and then look for specific solutions to
tailor their risk management program,” he said.
Christiansen also noted that although many of the
products and services are highly specialized and
involve exceptional expertise, his firm nevertheless strives to provide them at the lowest cost while

Awareness
Continued from page 27

often failing to protect their balance sheet.
“Insurance is considered a good mechanism for
the transfer of many of these risks, but it is not
able to absorb all types,” Rodríguez said. “This
is why we all have to make certain decisions and
learn how to live with those risks that cannot be
eliminated or transferred away efficiently.”
For companies that need help in understanding
the distinction between risks that can be transferred and those that can’t, he noted that a good
insurance professional can provide very valuable
insight and technical support.
“Be aware, identify risks and use all the resources at your disposition to make intelligent
choices that will enable your business to survive
in these difficult times,” he said. “The best insurance professionals do not cost you any money,
and the fact is that a good insurance broker can be
a very valuable resource for your enterprise and
save you substantial money in many ways.” 䡲

Juan Javier Del Nido, executive vice president, left,
and Ralph G. Christiansen III, founder & president

maintaining the broadest coverage available.
“Right now it’s a soft market and carriers are
competing aggressively on pricing,” he said. “So
when our clients say jump, we ask how high, as

we don’t want our client to have to give us followup. We want to be part of the solution and not the
problem.”
One of the ways the firm is maintaining its edge
is by attracting talented employees with expertise
in niche areas such as bonding and healthcare. This
also includes a special team that is very knowledgeable in employee benefits, which includes
health plans and supplemental products.
With 12 people currently working at the firm,
Christiansen also said that, although growth in
terms of products, services, and income is good,
a larger staff isn’t always the best way to go.
“Size doesn’t always mean better, and a lot of
things can get lost when you are larger,” he said.
“We want to keep ourselves to a size where we
can maintain control of what we’re doing and more
effectively personalize our services.” 䡲
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Ready to respond at satellite speed
BY CB STAFF

K

nown for innovation and commitment to
quality service, Universal Group is also a
leader in using high-tech methods for gathering
and managing customer information and gaining rapid access to key geographic locations
when the need arises. This includes the use of
sophisticated GPS (global positioning system)
satellite technology, which plays an important
role in helping Universal effectively track and
locate affected areas when disaster strikes.
Given the company’s operational experiences
in Florida following the devastating damage
caused by catastrophic events that hit the state
in 2004, along with powerful hurricanes Wilma
and Katrina in 2005, Universal’s management
became concerned. With the extent of the widespread damage in the New Orleans area and the
lack of detailed information, insurance companies were not able to adequately assess the
damage, with deviations of up to 600% from
catastrophic loss projection models. This also
led to the ruin of some insurers.
This prompted Universal to immediately undertake an innovative project that involved its
commercial property policyholders. As part of
the project, inspection visits were made to client

premises, where digital photos were taken, geographic
coordinates were established
and various risk characteristics were assessed. A system
was then created to manage
this information so it can be
used to estimate and model
various catastrophic damage
scenarios, more accurately
evaluate the areas most affected by a disaster and rapidly send resources to immediately assess the damage
sustained by policyholders.
The GPS technology allows Universal’s experts to
more quickly reach the insured and take the necessary
steps for the policyholder to
recover quickly—often before the policyholder has
even filed a claim.
When Universal submitted
the project to various creditrating agencies and reinsurers throughout the world,
many noted that they had
not seen any other insurer
with this level of detailed
information and sophistication.
A recent example of this initiative in action
involved the oil tank explosion and fire at the
Caribbean Petroleum Corp. (Capeco) facility in
Bayamón. The very same morning the explosion
occurred, Universal’s claims department began
working immediately to define the area and identify the risks. A two-mile area around the oil-farm
grounds was established, with Universal’s system
generating a list of all insured client assets in that
vicinity. Viable access routes were then developed so that the company could begin visiting
policyholders as soon as possible.
The listings also enabled Universal to quickly
analyze the number and value of the insured properties that were exposed in the area, along with the
loss potential. Also, given that many policyholders
had not yet contacted Universal to submit a claim,
they were pleasantly surprised when representatives from the Claims Department arrived at their
sites.
This quick response once again demonstrated
Universal’s commitment to quality customer service and promise to stand by each policyholder
to help them recover from a disaster as rapidly
as possible. 

Prepa costs,” and determine the cost
effectiveness and payback terms of
different conservation investments
and strategies.
Both these efforts and the expansion of smaller scale alternative energy production will also take off
during 2010 through the infusion
of federal funding under ARRA.
In 2009, there were 191 small solar
projects for a $14 million investment, Bernal said. Meanwhile, the
local solar water-heater market exploded last year with 15,055 units
sold, compared with 4,132 in 2006.
Some $124.2 million in federal
stimulus energy funding is being
released through a series of programs this year, offering employment opportunities for a range of
professionals and contractors and
financing grants and low-cost loans
for businesses to undertake renewable energy or other projects aimed
at reducing energy consumption.
Other beneficiaries of the program
are government agencies and nonprofit organizations, which can also
qualify for federal grants for projects
that lower energy consumption and
costs. The ARRA energy program
should create some 1,800 jobs, according to government estimates.
Some 100 new energy auditors
and inspectors to help implement
a “weatherization” program have
already been certified, Bernal said.
Auditors will recommend what measures to take in each unit to achieve
the highest energy savings while inspectors will ensure weatherization
measures were performed according to auditor specifications. Further
job-training programs dealing with
solar- and wind-power systems are
also planned, including an initiative
with the Florida Solar Energy Center, which will train professionals
on the island to become solar-power
technician trainers.
The bulk of funding is broken down
into the $48.8 million weatherization
assistance program, the $33.97 million Energy Efficiency & Conservation Block Grant program and the
$37 million State Energy Program.
There is also money for development
of energy outage and security strategies and consumer rebates on the
purchase of energy-saving appliances—from water heaters to washers to
refrigerators.

Government Development Bank
President Carlos García

Currently, about 100 megawatts of electricity is produced through several small
hydropower projects on the island. Officials are exploring ways to double or
triple that amount of generation.

energy-efficiency projects. BusiThe weatherization assistance program is aimed at helping low-income
nesses will be allowed to receive up
families save money on power bills by
to half of a project’s cost through
making their homes more energy effithis program, while government
cient. The program will impact 5,500
entities can finance the totality of
residences with energy-efficient units
the project.
and create a lot of work for local construction professionals.
• Sun Energy Program, $6.5 milThe $33.9 million Energy Efficienlion: Rebates for the purchase and
cy & Conservation Block grant is
installation of solar-energy systems
funding municipal renewable energy
in businesses, homes and governprojects such as solar-powered street
ment facilities. The program prolighting or systems to power municivides rebates of up to $4 per each
watt of energy produced up to half
pal structures as well as building renovations to boost energy efficiency
the project’s total costs, with a limin central government agencies and
it of $100,000 for businesses and
nonprofit entities.
$15,000 for homes. Government
The $37 million State Energy Profacilities are granted $8 per watt,
gram will funnel money through nine
up to $100,000.
different sub-programs all aimed at
boosting energy efficiency:
• Wind Energy Program, $6.5 million: Rebates for the purchase and
• Revolving Loan Program, $4.8
installation of wind-energy projects
million: Low-interest loans for
for businesses and government facilities. Again, the rebates are
private entities to undertake energy projects. The program will be
capped at 50% of a project’s cost
funded half by ARRA funds and
for businesses, with a maximum
half by the island’s Economic Deof $500,000. Government facilities
velopment Bank. Applicants will
have the same limit but can finance
need to make a 10% investment in
the entirety of the project through
the project, and must pay the loan
the program.
back in eight years.
• Agricultural Renewable Energy
Program, $1 million: Rebates for
• Building Energy Efficiency Retrofit Program, $7.7 million: Rebates
the construction of renewable-enof up to $200,000 for businesses and
ergy projects in the agriculture ingovernment to undertake retrofit
dustry. They can be used for 50% of

a project’s costs and are capped at
$100,000, but the local Agriculture
Department will kick in matching
funding and select the projects.
• Solar Water Heater Rebate Program, $1.3 million: Rebates of up
to $500 for homeowners who purchase solar water heaters.
• Traffic Signal Retrofit Program,
$1.3 million: Fund replacement of
traffic lights with new energy efficient lighting.
• Codes & Standards Program, $1.6
million: Fund a government effort
to revamp building codes to incorporate energy efficient criteria.
• Energy Education and Mass
Media Outreach, $1.6 million:
Fund expansion and promotion of
current energy conservation and
efficiency
public
awareness
efforts. The outreach should include
seminars and workshops, school
presentations as well as advertising
in newspapers and other media.
Officials initially hoped to launch
the program last fall but now say it
will get underway the first quarter of
this year. An information hotline for
consumers and business owners with
questions on the various programs is
being established. 

